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Westlake Wine Bar is looking for  

 
Servers 

 
Westlake Wine Bar is an elegant gathering place for wine connoisseurs  

with a casual chic vibe and gourmet food 

 

 

Mission 

 Provide guests with an exceptional dining experience, reflecting our high standards 
 

Responsibilities 

 Serve guests warmly and efficiently; make them feel at home; serve them with tact, discretion, 
and efficiency 

 Own 100% of the guest dining experience, with active attention to details 
 Liaise actively with other staff as needed to ensure guests with the utmost enjoyable experience 
 Work with the Sommeliers to provide exceptional wine advice 
 Anticipate guests’ expectations, and share them actively with the BOH, bar, and Sommeliers 
 Other duties as requested; duties, responsibilities and activities may change at any time with or 

without notice; demonstrate humility and teamwork by helping keep the bathrooms clean and 
disposing of trash  

 This position covers mainly regular lunch and dinner shifts 

 

About you 

 You are an experienced FOH professional, with extensive knowledge of high standard hospitality 
 You thrive by sharing your passion for the utmost welcoming guest experience 
 You are sales-driven 
 You have been exposed to establishments highly regarded for their excellence in customer service 

and can apply and evangelize these principles 
 You are familiar with table and service etiquette, preferably with an exposure to European culture 
 You have good judgement; you are dependable and responsible 
 Overflowing with energy, naturally happy, positive, and optimistic, you genuinely enjoy the 

company of other people; your flexibility and willingness to perform in a dynamic environment 
makes you a natural leader 
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 You have enjoyed two years of related experience, hold a high school diploma or equivalent 
 You can carry up to 50lb over short distances 

 

About us 

 Westlake Wine Bar is an elegant full-service restaurant serving a broad selection of wines and 
gourmet dishes; we strive to surprise and delight our highly demanding customers with rare 
wines, refined dishes, outstanding service, and uncompromised attention to details  

 Opening 4200SF of pure happiness in September 2021 at the very visible Westlake Dr. and 360 
crossing in Austin TX  

 We are European entrepreneurs, focused on high quality fine food and wines, selecting products 
according to our high standards and European taste  

 We offer a warm, contemporary, and welcoming atmosphere around a sophisticated menu  
 We are a family-owned company  
 We offer the opportunity for the right person to get in on the ground floor and help fine-tune our 

vision 

 

Come and have fun with us – You are going to like it here! 
 

Contact  

 This position reports to the Front of House Manager 
 Please send applications to: hr@westlakewinebar.com 

 

 

Job description: https://westlakewinebar.com/hiring  


